Effects of Hemodialysis Therapy Using Dialyzers with Medium Cut-Off Membranes on Middle Molecules.
The removal of larger middle molecules, such as free immunoglobulin light chains (FLC), is poor with most currently used dialysis technologies. While hemodiafiltration (HDF) provides enhanced clearance of middle molecules compared to high-flux hemodialysis (HD), this technique is currently not approved in some regions and, hence, not accessible for all patients. The retention of middle molecules is thought to be one factor, which contributes to excessive morbidity and mortality in HD patients. The development of medium cut-off (MCO) dialysis membranes is aimed at a more efficient clearance of larger uremic toxins while retaining albumin and may extend the benefit of enhanced solute removal to more patients. In 2 pilot studies, the removal of middle molecules using HD with an MCO dialyzer prototype was compared to (1) high-flux HD and (2) high-flux HD and HDF. The primary outcome was the overall clearance of λ FLC, and the secondary outcome was the clearance of other middle molecules and safety. Pre-to-post reduction ratios and instantaneous clearances during HD were also assessed. In both trials, the overall λ FLC clearance with MCO HD was significantly larger than with high-flux HD and HDF. Accordingly, instantaneous clearances at 30 and 120 min showed significantly higher removal of λ FLC compared to high-flux HD and HDF. MCO HD provides a more efficient removal of larger middle molecules compared to high-flux HD and HDF. A potential drawback is slightly increased albumin loss, yet preliminary data suggest that this does not lead to permanently decreased albumin levels. Thus, MCO HD may present a promising approach to further improve middle molecule removal in maintenance dialysis patients and to extend its benefit to more patients.